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NSFOCUS WebSafe Service 
 SaaS monitoring service. Easy onboarding. 0 impact to bussiness. 

 
 
 

 
OVERVIEW 

NSFOCUS WebSafe monitors your website status in real time, including vulnerability, 
malicious Injection, accessibility, phishing websites, and internet exposed surface. 

You may wonder what’s the point of WebSafe if strong protection layers are already 
placed on the website. Well, WebSafe can also monitor the effectiveness of your 
protection approaches on your websites like WAAP and DDoS protection. If the 
protection is not effective and your service is in danger, you will receive an alert 
immediately, so you can harden the protection layer. WebSafe is a strong and 
worthy part of your security program, like a coach to a football team.  

You can have a dedicated TAM who is responsible for your WebSafe service. Should 
you have any questions, just let the TAM know.  

Periodic security reports let you know the entire security posture of your website at 
a glance. 

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR WEB SECURITY  

 

WEBSITE VULNERABILITY SCAN - Vulnerability Management 

Monitor the Website vulnerability. NSFOCUS will scan the system and websites 
remotely and periodically with NSFOCUS’s scanner. Customers will get a full picture 
of your website vulnerabilities and informative fix suggestions by the NSFOCUS 
security expert team without any investment in scanning products.   

Website Vulnerability Scan can do the complete traversal, in-depth scanning on the 
target site, support for scanning 25 web application vulnerabilities of WASC, and 
fully cover the OWASP top 10 web application risks, with more than 170,000 
vulnerability entries. 

 

KEY BENEFITS 

Fast & Easy to Start 

» High ROI without requiring 
security professionals, 
appliances, or physical facilities 

» Flexible service plans for you to 
choose, meeting your 
personalized security needs 

24/7 SOC Monitoring 

» Dedicated Technical Account 
Manager closely monitor your 
website health status 

» Free your IT professional from 
all-day tedious monitoring 
activities 

Improve Your Web Security 

» Help you identify and protect   
against phishing attacks and 
online fraud targeting web 
application 

» Ensure the integrity and 
availability of your web 
applications 

 

 
INQUIRIES AND ORDERS 
https://nsfocusglobal.com/contact-us/ 
Asia Pacific: 
apmarketing@nsfocusglobal.com 

Latin America: 
contato@nsfocusglobal.com 

Greater China: 
gcrmarketing@nsfocusglobal.com 

Other Regions:  
bd@nsfocusglobal.com 
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MALICIOUS CODE INJECTION MONITORING - Protect Your Reputation  

Monitor the malicious code injection and link injection. This service supports monitoring a variety of malicious code and links, 
which covers the most frequently used attack methods.   

The WebSafe embeds machine learning algorithms and a dynamic reputation database as technical resort. Aside from that, 
NSFOCUS’s experienced technical engineers will analyze and review the malicious code and links. Malicious Code Injection 
Monitoring provides in-time alerts and periodic reports. 

WEBSITE ACCESSIBILITY DETECTION - Real-Time Monitor Your Website Accessibility 

Monitor the website accessibility. Our system will send packets to detect whether the website is accessible from globally 
distributed monitoring nodes.  

If there is any abnormality with your websites, we will send alerts to you immediately, and when the service returns to 
normal, we will send a recovery notification to you. Website Accessibility Detection provides in-time alert and periodic 
reports. 

IP ASSET MONITOR - Manage Your Internet Exposed Surface 

Monitor the internet exposed surface. The service is capable of monitoring: open ports of a specific IP address, services 
running on a specific IP address and port, and domain name and subdomain names associated with a specific IP address. IP 
Asset Monitor helps you better supervise your assets and corresponding service. 

PHISHING DETECTION - Prevent Fraud 

Monitor phishing websites and provide optional shutdown service. The phishing monitoring service continuously monitoring 
on the Internet to discovery possible infringement acts such as phishing websites and counterfeit Apps. Once detected, 
NSFOCUS will alert the customer immediately. if shutdown service is included in the service plan, NSFOCUS security expert 
will assist the customer with submitting complaints according to local regulations to shut down the phishing website. 
Phishing Detection will effectively prevent financial fraud, and reduce your economic losses. 
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